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  vanya and sonia 
and masha and 
 spike  hello

welcome to the Belfry 
and our brand new 
production of Vanya and 
Sonia and masha and Spike, 
Christopher durang’s 
award-winning comedy.

according to durang, 
“my play is not a Chekhov 
parody... i take Chekhov 
scenes and characters and 
put them into a blender.

a blender indeed. he has 
borrowed characters and 
plotlines and remixed them 
in this gently wacky family 
comedy.

our family for this show 
includes a few Belfry 
favourites: r.h. thomson 
(tv’s road to Avonlea, 
republic of doyle), 
deborah williams (mom’s 
the word, The flame), and 
Brenda robins (soulpepper, 
Citadel theatre).

more recent Belfry alumni 
lee majdoub (helen’s necklace) 
and yoshié Bancroft 
(home is a Beautiful word) 
join them, along with 
Carmela sison making her 
Belfry debut.

this is the perfect way to end 
a very exciting season and 
we’d love for you to join us. 

tickets are on sale now 
at 250-385-6815 or 
at www.belfry.bc.ca

thanks.

upstage 
is supported by –

  our thanks to our production sponsors for vanya and sonia and masha and spike –

 B4play
saturday, april 11 
at 11am 

belfry theatre 
studio a 
1291 gladstone avenue

Join cbc radio’s gregor 
craigie for a live talk 
show with artists from 
Vanya and Sonia and Masha 
and Spike and some very 
special community guests. 
free event.

who we are –
Upstage is the Belfry theatre’s 
new magazine. our goal is to give 
you a leisurely, deeper look into 
our productions. with your tablet 
or computer you can view 
our expanded digital version 
of Upstage on our website 
or at issuu.com/belfry-theatre.

                                     winner of the 2013 tony award
                                     for best play, Vanya and Sonia 
and Masha and Spike is durang’s cheeky homage 
to all things chekhov. the bucolic bliss of siblings 
Vanya and sonia is thrown into disarray when 
sister-turned-movie actress masha returns home 
with her new young lover in tow, sparking a fiery 
bout of rivalry.

synopsis
middle-aged siblings vanya and sonia have never left the confines of their childhood home in Bucks 
County, pennsylvania. after spending their adulthood looking after their now-dead parents, neither 
has a job, and money is provided by their movie star sister masha, who owns the house and pays the 
bills. Bringing with her an endless supply of insecurity and her 20-something boy toy, spike, masha 
wants to sell the family home to help fund her lavish lifestyle and keep her in the public eye. 
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in Vanya and Sonia and masha and Spike, Christopher durang’s 
gleeful homage to the life and work of playwright and physician 
anton Chekhov (1860–1904), vanya, sonia, and masha are 
middle-aged siblings named after their parents’ favourite 
Chekhov characters. gently updating the dramatis personae 
of Uncle Vanya (1897), The Seagull (1895), Three Sisters (1900), 
and The cherry orchard (1903), they’re an unmarried gay brother 
and his two unhappy sisters, one a movie star with a too-young 
boyfriend named spike, the other a dutiful, bitter homebody. 
like Chekhov’s creations, who languish and fester on isolated 
rural estates, longing for a better life – “let’s go to moscow! 
please, let’s go! there’s nothing 
better than moscow! let’s go, olga, 
let’s go!” (Three Sisters) – durang’s 
siblings are gathered for a family 
whine-fest and reproach-a-thon 
at their country house in Bucks 
County, pennsylvania (where 
durang himself lives, possibly with 
some embittered relatives of his 
own: this tony-award-winning play 
has made him a fortune). 

next door there’s a luminous ingénue, nina, who identifies 
with a large dead bird and performs in a weird little ecological 
play written by one of the famous actor’s relatives (Seagull). 
outside the window there may or may not be enough trees 
for an orchard; inside there’s a joke about a sentimental speech, 
immortalized by stanislavski at the moscow art theatre, 
delivered to a bookcase (cherry orchard). 

the russian genius behind these comical allusions was the 
grandson of a serf. with his writings and medical practice, 
he supported his parents, siblings, and thousands of needy 

 story highlights
r.h. thomson last starred at the Belfry in Ashes by david ruskin in 1983. he directed 
yasmina reza’s comedy, Art, here in 2002.

Brenda robins starred in emerald city by david williamson in 1990.

in 1988 the Belfry produced Christopher durang’s Beyond Therapy, starring glynis leyshon.
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 uncle vanya and 
 sister mashup  
by Jennifer wise

Clockwise from 
the top left: 
anton Chekhov 
(portrait by osip Braz), 
Christopher durang 
(photo by susan Johann), 
costume rendering 
for masha by 
Cory sincennes



peasants, children, Jews, and prisoners of the tsarist gulags. 
he endowed his fictional servants with as much human dignity 
as he accorded their masters. (durang tries to do likewise, 
giving the cleaning lady an integral role.) when Chekhov 
was a teenager, his father went bankrupt and the family lost 
their house. this experience of homelessness marked him 
deeply, and the fear of it pervades his works – as it does 
durang’s play, which hinges on vanya and sonia’s realization 
that their successful sister plans to sell the house out 
from under them. the simple joys of country life as durang 
depicts them here were also Chekhov’s: trees, a heron, 
a fish-stocked pond, siblings. 

But durang’s sweet pastiche is also a serious look ahead – 
at the future of our shared stories, and the fate of our natural 
world. the cleaning lady proves uncannily reminiscent 
of Cassandra, the enslaved trojan princess from a famous 
athenian tragedy, condemned to predict approaching 
catastrophe, and forever be ignored. (as an ancient tragic 
rather than a modern realist figure, she gets to wail out her 
prophesies of doom in verse.) when a costume party forces 
everyone to choose a “character,” we realize that durang’s 
real interest lies in the dramatic roots of identity itself: sonia 
understands her resentment and self-pity largely through 
Chekhov, and masha’s desire for an entourage of caretakers 
leads her to dress up as snow white. if our personalities 
are shaped by the shows we see and the authors we love, 
what’s in store for the digital philistines, the self-absorbed 
spikes of the world? will they know or care about any stories 
at all – aside from their own text-messages? durang isn’t 
too worried. if someone as miserable as sonia can be saved 
by a neil simon comedy and a maggie smith impersonation, 
then surely there’s hope for the rest of us. 

except, well, as Cassandra might say: beware climate change.

Jennifer wise is a playwright, translator, and associate professor of theatre history 
at the university of victoria.

why 
i chose
this 
play

this play made me laugh 
out loud when i saw it on 
Broadway, in the summer of 
2013. i laughed out loud and 
had a wonderful time. and 
then that wonderful time 
turned magical. much to 
my surprise, and without 
realizing quite how it 
happened, i found myself 
incredibly moved.

Christopher durang, one of 
the great funny-men of the 
american theatre, has created 
a play that manages to mock 
the clichés associated with 
the plays of anton Chekhov, 
and at the same time use 
them to create a work of 
great poignancy.

one doesn’t need to know 
Chekhov’s plays to enjoy 
Vanya and Sonia and masha 
and Spike. it is enough to 
know that durang, like 
Chekhov, creates a world 
that is everyday and mundane, 
but also filled with passion 
and longing. like Chekhov, 
he populates the stage with 
people who are unhappy and 
filled with longing, and whose 
extremes of unhappiness and 
longing almost tips us into the 
absurd. the two playwrights 
share an ability to mix despair 

and comedy, creating, in both 
cases, a delightfully human 
cocktail.

three of the title characters 
are in their mid- to late-fifties,
and so they are inevitably 
assessing their lives, 
enumerating their regrets, 
yearning for change, and 
assuming that change will 
never come. durang makes 
hilarious and oh-so-touching 
use of these emotions. as 
in Chekhov, these characters 
are obsessed with their own 
lives and the obstacles to 
their happiness. they look 
for love in the wrong places, 
nurse ancient wounds, envy 
the young, long for escape, 
and look for some sign 
that their life has not been 
pointless.

i love this play because it looks 
at the human condition with 
great affection – and makes us 
laugh. we laugh because we 
recognize ourselves onstage. 
we also laugh because it all 
seems so totally absurd and
ridiculous. durang doesn’t 
only steal Chekhov’s character 
names, he also steals his 
modus operandi: like Chekhov,
Vanya and Sonia and masha 
and Spike is funny and painful 
and witty and wise.

michael shamata
artistic director

(unCle vanya and sister mashup  continued )
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 cast & creatives

yoshié bancroft
nina

lee majdoub
spike

brenda robins
masha

carmela sison
Cassandra

r.h. thomson
vanya

deborah williams
sonia



 belfry 
 librarian
we’ve unleashed the 
gvpl librarians on 
our season scripts. 
for Vanya and Sonia 
and masha and Spike 
our librarian has 
compiled a list of 
books to help you 
get even more out 
of our production.

chekhov four plays 
by anton pavlovich 
Chekhov (2005)

and slowly beauty 
by michel nadeau  (2013)

a landowner’s 
morning : family 
happiness and the 
devil : three novellas 
by leo tolstoy  (1984)

california suite, 
a new comedy 
by neil simon  (1977)

the theater of 
nikolay gogol plays 
and selected 
writings 
by nikolaĭ  vasil’evich 
gogol’  (1980)

snow white and 
the seven dwarfs 
(dvd 2009) 

three sisters 
(dvd 2008) 

acting in film, 
an actor’s take 
on movie making 
by michael Caine  (1990)

the trojan women 
by euripides  (1967) 

the prank, the best 
of young chekhov
by anton Chekhov  (2015)

chekhov on theatre 
by anton Chekhov  (2013)

Vanya and sonia and 
masha and spike 
by Christopher durang  
(2013)

list Compiled by 
sarah isbister, gvpl and 
erin macklem, Belfry theatre.

 books 

 get engaged
b4play podcasts
if you can’t make B4play in person you can hear the full interviews 
on our website (the respective show page) and our soundCloud 
page – soundcloud.com/belfrytheatre.

select segments from B4play will air (usually during our opening 
week) on CBC radio’s on The island.

free childcare performance   sunday, apr 26
during select sunday matinee performances, we offer free, 
professional childcare (ages 3 – 10) at the springridge early 
Childhood Centre at 1222 gladstone avenue, just a block from 
the Belfry (free parking is available right across the street 
in the victoria high school parking lot).

we only have a limited number of spots available. to book your 
tickets and childcare, please call our Box office at 250-385-6815.

afterplay weeks   apr 21 – 25 / may 5 – 9
following selected performances of Vanya and Sonia and masha 
and Spike, we’ll host afterplay – a facilitated discussion where 
patrons can share their thoughts with fellow audience members. 
it’s a chance to “debrief” after the show and hear how other 
audience members experienced the play.

talkback thursday   thursday, apr 23
following the 8 pm performance of Vanya and Sonia and masha 
and Spike, join the actors from the show and your fellow audience 
members for a 20-minute Q & a session.

booksmack! 
monday, apr 27 at 7:30 pm
the librarians are back! fast, furious 
and fun, greater victoria public librarians 
return to the Belfry for Booksmack. 
they will let their hair down, take off their 
glasses and speed review their favourite 
books. deborah williams from Vanya and Sonia 
and masha and Spike will be joining the librarians 
for this special event.

Booksmack is sponsored by munro’s Books.

christopher durang
playwright

michael shamata
director

cory sincennes
set & costume 
designer

bryan kenney
lighting 
designer

paul tedeschini
sound 
designer

Jennifer swan
stage 
manager

Jessica mcleod
assistant stage 
manager

twitter.com/belfrytheatre    facebook.com/belfrytheatre   www.belfry.bc.ca

get social
follow us on facebook or twitter 

to learn more during the run of 
Vanya and Sonia and 

masha and Spike.



parts & labour
the Belfry will never look the same!

Jane francis has been the Belfry’s graphic designer since 1992.  she has created a look for this 
theatre that is both classy and fun.  her exceptional taste has given each piece of printed material 
associated with the Belfry a clean and exciting look.  she is simply the best.  and we will miss 
her terribly!

after years of pursuing her visual art work in her spare moments, Jane has decided to focus 
on it full time.  her paintings are amazing.  i love them.  and i am extremely excited for her.  i am 
also heartbroken to be losing a valued partner.  she has become a close colleague and a dear 
friend.  on behalf of everyone at the Belfry, i wish her the very best in her art and in her life.

Jane and her frequent collaborator Jo-ann richards are having a joint art exhibit at the Baumann 
Centre for pacific opera victoria, may 14 to 27.  do yourself a favour and check it out.

thank you, Jane!  much love, michael.

april  / may 2015   box office / information  250-385-6815   www.belfry.bc.ca/tickets  

fine wine, furs and gifts of 
cash. these are a few creative 
ways that ronald and Juliana 
polstein have contributed to 
the Belfry theatre this season.
 
the polsteins say they were 
“overjoyed” that their bottle 
of 1989 Chateau mouton 
rothschild sold over value at 
Crush 2014, the Belfry’s annual 
fine wine live auction, raising 
much-needed funds to create 
more theatre. while they 
sacrificed their valuable bottle 
for a good cause – thinking 
someone else would enjoy 
it even more than they – the 
tax receipt had its practical 
advantages too.
 
and remember the fur hat 
in our recent production of 
The Best Brothers, and matching 
fur cape peeking out from 

Bunny Best’s oversized closet? 
these vintage items belonged 
to ronald’s late mother. 
he is delighted his mother’s 
spirit had another life on 
the stage, shortly after he 
contributed them to our 
costume collection. 
 
the polsteins, who moved 
to victoria from Connecticut 
in 1972, tell us they were 
visitors to our building before 
the Belfry theatre was in 
existence, as patients at a 
dental clinic in the offices 
adjacent to what is now our 
main lobby. By the eighties, 
when their children were 
older, they found themselves 
returning increasingly for 
the theatre rather than the 
dentistry. some of their 
favourite Belfry productions 

over the years include 
mesa in 2006/07, The Turn 
of the Screw in 2007/08, ride 
the cyclone in 2011/12 and 
this season’s The rez Sisters.
 
once their children grew up, 
and they had more disposable 
income, the polsteins decided 
to play a role in keeping the 
arts alive by becoming donors 
as well as audience members. 
they enjoy the magical 
quality of theatre, which allows
the audience to suspend its 
disbelief, and also that theatre 
“makes you think.” the 
polsteins appreciate the 
Belfry theatre’s mandate 
to produce predominantly 
Canadian works and would 
like to see an increased 
emphasis on support for 
Canadian playwrights. their  

grandson, now in his last year 
as a theatre major in ohio, 
continues to inspire their 
interest in live theatre.
 
thank you ronald and Juliana 
for the unexpected and 
meaningful gifts – and for 
going a step further and 
increasing your annual cash 
donation to the Belfry this year. 
 
for more information on the 
many creative ways to give 
to the Belfry and help us reach 
our annual fund goal this 
season, contact:
susan stevenson
development manager
development@belfry.bc.ca
www.belfry.bc.ca/give

susan stevenson, development manager

spotlight 
on donors: 

ronald and Juliana 
polstein

John ullyatt in 
the Best Brothers 
by daniel macivor



‘‘
 how to buy tickets
by telephone 250-385-6815
please have your credit card ready, as well as the date 
and time of the performance you wish to attend.

online
visit www.belfry.bc.ca/tickets, and buy your tickets 
online, anytime.

in person
drop by our Box office.

we accept visa, mastercard, american express, 
debit card, cheques, and, of course, cash.

vanya and sonia and
masha and spike 
tickets on sale now 
at 250-385-6815 or www.belfry.bc.ca
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vanya and 
sonia 
and masha 
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 coming up
  next –
 tickets
on sale 
may 19

kid friendly
 12 & up

august 4 – 23, 2015

 Boom
written, directed and 
performed by rick miller
produced by kdoons 
and wyrd productions

a visual feast! rick miller’s best solo show 
to date!  the gloBe and mail

a tour-de-force performance!  Canada am

riveting! the most talented 
one-man-show-maker in the country!  
Jazz fm

a visual splendor of multimedia magic… 
this is your story told brilliantly. 
go. now! see it.  CBC radio

rick miller (Bigger Than Jesus, machomer) 
returns with an explosive new performance 
documenting the music, culture and politics 
that shaped a generation.  Boom takes us 
through 25 boisterous years, giving voice to 
over 100 influential politicians, activists and 
musicians – a mind-blowing multi-media 
experience for audiences of all generations.



belfry theatre
 1291 gladstone aVenue
Victoria, bc    V8t 1g5

our thanks to our season sponsors and government funders –

 Join us for 
our 40th
anniversary
 season

belfry 
 theatre

season tickets 250-385-6815 or www.belfry.bc.ca/40-years-of-great-theatre

septemBer 15 – oCtoBer 11, 2015  speed-the-plow  By david mamet 

oCtoBer 20 – novemBer 15, 2015  Chelsea hotel – the songs 
of leonard Cohen  ConCeived By traCey power

feBruary 2 – 28, 2016  the valley  By Joan maCleod 

april 12 – may 8, 2016  puttin’ on the ritz – the musiC and
lyriCs of irving Berlin  ConCeived By don shipley see all

 four shows
 for as little 
 as $70

belfry 
 theatre


